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The immortal jellyfish can transform themselves back into their juvenile polyp state!

1 Installing, Handing In, Demos, and Docs

1. Click here to get the stencil code from GitHub (refer to the CS16 GitHub Guide
for help with GitHub and GitHub Classroom). Navigate to your repository, click
on the green Code button, and copy the project url. Then, go to your terminal in
IntelliJ, cd to the src inside your cs16 folder, and use the command:

git clone <project url>

Once you’ve cloned your personal repository from GitHub, you’ll need to rename the
folder from heap− <yourGitHubLogin> to just heap. You will have issues running
your code until you make the change.

2. To hand in your project, upload your code to the Gradescope assignment through the
GitHub option (GradeScope Guide). Make sure your submit the code portion
to the Heap assignment and the written problems to the Heap Reflection
assignment. Remember that unlike for the homeworks, you will not be evaluating
your testing suite using Gradescope.

3. To run the demo, go to this Google Drive folder and download either the pkg (for
MacOS users) or exe (for Windows users) file. For Mac users, if you get an error
saying you cannot download from unidentified developer, go to System Preferences >
Privacy & Security > General > Open anyway.

2 Using IntelliJ

If you do not already have IntelliJ set up for CS16, follow the instructions here. Please
post on Ed or come to hours if you have any questions!

3 Introduction

3.1 Social Premise

The algorithms and data structures you design and implement are not just abstract con-
structs; they can impact people’s lives. A socio-technical system is a system that includes
technology and people. In this project you will implement a priority queue based on the
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heap data structure, but note that various forms of priority queues are common throughout
society. One example is the US Government’s system to process visas and green cards. The
Department of State has a complex system for allocating visas and green cards that takes
into account numerous factors such as family, employment, country of birth, as well as
supply and demand. People are categorized and prioritized based on various characteristics
and processed by an assortment of case workers and computer systems. This effectively
amounts to a socio-technical priority queue.

3.2 Before You Begin

Make sure to thoroughly read the handout before you start coding.

3.3 Task Overview

In this assignment you will implement a heap, which is an implementation of a priority
queue. The underlying data structure of your heap will be a binary tree.

3.4 Purpose

The purpose of this assignment is to help you:

• Understand a link-based binary tree and its use in implementing a heap-based priority
queue.

• Apply a priority queue to a real-world problem.

• Learn about using comparators.

• Introduce JUnit testing to test the functionality of your project implementation.

• Increase your familiarity with throwing exceptions and using try/catch blocks.

• Practice coding efficiently to meet specific runtime requirements.

4 NDS4 Documentation

One important skill to coding is learning to read documentation! For example, reading
Python documentation can save you time in figuring out how to use certain built-in func-
tions. You should read over the NDS4 Documentation and the slides to see which
methods you can use in completing this project.
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5 Your Task

We have provided stencil code for the following classes: MyLinkedHeapTree<E>, MyHeap<K,V>,
MyHeapEntry<K,V>, MyHeapTest, and MyLinkedHeapTreeTest. Your job will be to fill in
all of these classes, which are described below:

1. MyLinkedHeapTree<E>: This class extends an existing binary tree implementation
(LinkedBinaryTree<E>) to ensure left-completeness. Recall that a heap must be im-
plemented with a left-complete binary tree, and since the existing LinkedBinaryTree<E>

is not guaranteed to be left-complete, you must fill in this class to add left-complete
functionality.

• This class is an implementation of the CompleteBinaryTree<E> interface (from
NDS4 library), and extends the NDS4 LinkedBinaryTree<E> data structure.

• Since much of the binary tree functionality of this class is inherited from

LinkedBinaryTree<E>, you should read the documentation for this class care-
fully in order to understand how the class you are extending operates.

Note: The generic E represents the type of the elements that the tree is capable of
holding. Due to the fact that E is generic, think carefully about where you want much
of the heap functionality to lie.

2. MyHeap<K,V>: This class represents the heap itself, relying on an underlying left-
complete binary tree (your MyLinkedHeapTree<E>) to hold its data.

• This class is an implementation of the interface AdaptablePriorityQueue<K,V>,
from the NDS4 package.

– The difference between normal and adaptable priority queues is that adapt-
able priority queues have the ability to replace the key or value of an entry
after it has been added, and additionally have the option of removing from
the priority queue an item that is not at the top of the heap. For example,
visa applicants might choose to withdraw their application before they reach
the front of the queue, so we must be able to remove them from the queue.

Hint: In lecture we talked about a normal priority queue, so think about
the special cases that come with altering nodes in the middle of the queue.

• K and V are generics that represent the types of the keys and values for the
key/value pair of each element in the heap. For more information on Generics,
see the Java Concepts section.

3. MyHeapEntry<K,V>: This class represents an element that will be stored in the heap.
Elements of our heap will have mutable key/value pairs (See the Design Consid-
erations section for information on the difference between a MyHeapEntry and a
Position).
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• Your implementation will require several additional accessors and mutators that
will allow you to perform all of the actions associated with an adaptable PQ.

• This class will implement the Entry<K,V> interface

4. MyHeapTest and MyLinkedHeapTreeTest: These classes will be used to unit test your
MyHeap and MyLinkedHeapTree implementations. We provide stencil code for how
tests should be formatted, but you are expected to write a plethora of your own
comprehensive tests. Carefully read through the Testing section to see how this is
done!

6 Design Considerations

When working through the design process, here are a number of things that you should
consider:

• Positions vs. Entries: A Position is a tree node. It is a container for an Entry:
once created, a Position stays in the same place in the tree until it is deleted.
However, Entrys can be moved among Positions freely. Notice that the NDS4
Position<E> interface contains a generic, E, which is the type of the element that a
Position contains. Positions are tied down in a single location on the heap because
it’s too much work to re-link parent and child nodes every time you want to up-heap
or down-heap. Instead, the Entrys contained within the Positions move, swapping
themselves between Positions when called for heap-order restoration.

• Entry Key/Value Pairs: Entrys contain a key/value pair (K and V) and are the
data-containing elements of your heap. For example, the entries used in the visualizer
consist of an integer key between 1 and 99 and a string value of three characters.

• Extra MyHeap Methods: In this project, we ask you to fill in the stencil class
MyHeapEntry<K,V>. Think about the replaceKey(...) and replaceValue(...)

methods of your MyHeap class. It doesn’t make sense to simply instantiate a new
MyHeapEntry<K,V> every time you need to alter the contents of an existing one.
Perhaps some mutator methods would be helpful? More substantially, you need to
think about the Entry’s relationship with the Position holding it. Why does an
Entry need to know its location in the heap? What should happen when an Entry’s
key is changed?

• “First” and “Last” Nodes: One of your major tasks in this project is to extend the
NDS4 class LinkedBinaryTree<E> so that it represents a left-complete binary tree—
your MyLinkedHeapTree class. Doing so means ensuring that the tree always knows
where its “last” node is (the node to be moved to a different position within the tree
in case of a remove() call), and where the next node to be inserted should go. Note
that the stringent running time requirements of the methods in MyHeap<K,V> depend
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on the MyLinkedHeapTree’s add(...) and remove() methods being implemented
efficiently. This means that the methods you implement in the MyLinkedHeapTree<E>
must run in O(1) time! More on this in the next bullet...

• O(1) “Node-Tracking” Algorithms: We’re not explicitly going to tell you how to
implement your “node-tracking” in MyLinkedHeapTree<E>. We covered one possible
traversal-based option in class, but this solution is worst case O(log n). It’s up to you
to find a better solution. Any solution that is worst-case O(1) is acceptable! There
are several algorithms that run in worst-case O(1) time but they will require some
thinking. All the classes of the NDS4 package are at your disposal, and anything that
will make the add(...) and remove() methods of MyLinkedHeapTree run in O(1)
time and with reasonable space usage is acceptable. Feel free to do a sanity check
with a TA. You will develop one solution as a section exercise (using a Deque, a data
structure in NDS4) which is the recommended approach.

7 Java Concepts

7.1 Comparators

You will be using a comparator to compare key values. Because your keys are generic (you
do not know what type they’ll be), you of course cannot just use normal Java comparison
symbols (>,<, ==) to compare keys. A comparator is any class that implements Java’s
Comparator interface and is capable of comparing objects of a particular type. For example,
the heap visualizer in the support code uses an IntegerComparator to compare integers.
A comparator for objects of generic type K (the same type as your keys) must be passed
into the constructor of MyHeap.java. You can use this comparator to compare your keys.
For more details on how comparators work, refer to the Javadocs, which can be found here.

7.2 Generics

Java Generics allow a type to be replaced with some placeholder value - think of it as a
variable for a class type. They are especially useful when implementing data structures as
it allows the instantiator of the data structure to define which data type they would like it
to store.
You’ve seen generics before when instantiating ArrayLists. The class ArrayList<E> is
defined with generic type E. In the past, you’ve probably created ArrayLists that store
Integers (e.g. new ArrayList<Integer>). Similar to E, the K and V in MyHeapEntry<K,

V> are placeholders for the key’s type and the value’s type, respectively. Note that the
letters K and V are a matter of convention - any letter could be used in practice.
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8 Exceptions

You will need to throw a number of exceptions for this project, each of which is well-defined
in the stencil code, and below.

• Every method that requires an exception is specified in the stencil code, so you do
not need to come up with any other times when these exceptions should be thrown.

• You must identify (within a given method) the conditions that will cause a problem
which necessitates throwing an exception, and write code to check whether these
conditions exist.

Here is the list of the exceptions that you will have to handle:

• IllegalStateException: An exception from the java.lang package intended to
be thrown when a method has been invoked at an illegal or inappropriate time.
In this project, we are using it to signal that a priority queue cannot change the
comparator it is using unless it is currently empty. This exception is thrown in
MyHeap.setComparator(...).

• EmptyPriorityQueueException: An exception from NDS4 that indicates that a pri-
ority queue cannot fulfill the requested operation because it is empty. This exception
is thrown in MyHeap.min() and MyHeap.removeMin()—as you would expect, since
you can’t look at/remove elements from an empty heap.

• InvalidKeyException: An exception from NDS4 indicating that the key which is
being handled has been determined to be invalid. The Comparator in use is the only
object that can determine a key’s validity. The Comparator has a compare(...)

method which can compare two keys. You can use this method to test whether
a key is valid: if you pass an invalid key as an argument to your Comparator, it
will throw a ClassCastException. Thus, you can use the Comparator to compare
a key to itself; if the Comparator throws an exception, you should catch it, and
throw your own exception— the InvalidKeyException. Don’t forget that a null

key is also invalid. MyHeap.insert() is the only method with a signature explicity
throwing this exception, but you may find that it makes sense to also throw it from
MyHeap.replaceKey(...).

• InvalidEntryException: An exception from NDS4 that is thrown when the Entry<K,V>
that is being handled is invalid. You’ll find this in the code, but you don’t need
to worry about it. We’ve taken care of throwing it in our implementation of the
checkAndConvertEntry() method.

• EmptyTreeException: An exception from NDS4 indicating that the tree cannot ful-
fill the requested operation because it is empty. Note that this is very similar to
the EmptyPriorityQueueException which was described above. In fact, you should
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never see this exception thrown from your heap, because
EmptyPriorityQueueException should “intercept” the same condition first. How-
ever, you still need to throw this exception from your MyLinkedHeapTree.remove()

method. This may seem silly, but it is good coding practice to make your code ex-
tensible; that is, you know that in this project you are using your MyLinkedHeapTree
underneath your MyHeap class, and thus will catch this condition with an
EmptyPriorityQueueException, but including this exception will ensure that your
CompleteBinaryTree<E> implementation is usable in other contexts in which you
may not necessarily catch an empty priority queue condition elsewhere in the code.

• IllegalArgumentException: A Java exception that is typically thrown when bad
input is given to a function or method. This should be thrown if the setComparator()
method is passed in a null comparator. While you may never do this, it’s good coding
practice to make your code bulletproof against all possible things that people could
do with it.

9 Testing

Introducing... JUnit testing! JUnit is a commonly used testing framework for unit tests,
which focuses on testing individual bits and pieces of a program (for example, a single
method) rather than the program as a whole. This will be extremely helpful in pinpointing
the exact source of any bugs/funky functionality you may encounter. For this project and
all future projects, you will be required to write your own unit tests for all of the methods
you have implemented. Don’t worry- we’ve provided ample stencil code so you can focus
on writing your tests instead of setting up JUnit.

In your heap directory, you will see two files named MyHeapTest.java and
MyLinkedHeapTreeTest.java. These contain stencils with JUnit setup code and example
tests. You should use these stencils as a guide to writing many more test functions for
MyHeap and MyLinkedHeapTree in their respective test files. For comprehensive instruc-
tions on writing JUnit tests, see the guide on our website:
http://cs.brown.edu/courses/cs016/static/files/docs/javaunittesting.pdf.

• Your testing should be comprehensive- i.e. it should ensure that all methods you have
filled in or written from scratch function properly. You should write a separate JU-
nit test for each method you implement. Remember to include the @Test annotation
above each of your test methods, and to initialize a new, fresh MyHeap/MyLinkedHeapTree

object for each test.

• Your testing should also ensure that your implementation handles all possible edge
cases and throws exceptions as expected. You will need to write a separate JUnit test
for each exception to test that it has been thrown properly. Remember to add the
(expected = <some exception here>.class) annotation next to @Test for these
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tests. See the stencil code in MyLinkedHeapTreeTest for an example of how this is
done. Please clearly indicate which edge case the test handles in its header comment.

• For every test you write, please include in its header comment a detailed description
of the test’s purpose, which edge case the test handles (if any), and anything else
notable about the test.

To run all of your tests in Eclipse, right-click on the TestRunner.java file in the file tree
on the left side of the screen and choose “Run As → Java Application.” To run just one of
your test files, right-click on that file and choose “Run As→ JUnit Test.” You will see your
tests run in a new tab on the left side of the screen. To run your tests from the terminal,
type make run_tests from your heap directory.

10 Requirements

1. Fill in the three classes MyLinkedHeapTree<E>, MyHeap<K,V>, and MyHeapEntry<K,V>.
The methods you need to fill in for each class are specified in the stencil code.

2. Fill in MyHeapTest and MyLinkedHeapTreeTest with your own comprehensive tests.
Refer to the Testing section above for more details on how to do this.

3. The methods you write for this project must adhere to strict runtime requirements–
this will be a significant portion of your grade. These requirements are listed in the
method comments in the stencil code. Make sure that you note any assumptions that
you make in the comments above the method.

4. You must throw appropriate exceptions when necessary, see the Exceptions section
above for more details.

5. A detailed README file that is explained below.

6. A PDF containing thorough answers to the written questions in Section 9.2.

10.1 README

The README for this project has some specific points that you need to address. Make
a text file entitled “README.txt” which should be saved in the same directory as your
project. Each of the questions should be answered in about 1-4 lines.

• Discuss the design choices you made in your MyHeapEntry<K,V> and MyHeap<K,V>

implementations. If you defined your own methods, explain why you chose to add
them.

• Describe the method you used to keep track of where to add and remove nodes in the
tree.
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• Describe the running time of the MyLinkedHeapTree<E> methods.

• If there is anything very notable about your JUnit testing that you want to point out
(that wasn’t explicitly included in the test file’s header comment) you should include
it here. [Note: a good rule of thumb is that your comprehensive list of tests should
cover each line of code that you have written.]

• Include anything else particularly notable about your implementation.

• If you note any bugs in your code, we will be more lenient with respect to those bugs
in the grading of your project.

• Whether you plan to hand in this project again in the near future (allowing us to
start grading earlier).

In addition to the above points, please see the “README Guide” on the Docs page of the
website for an explanation of what we are looking for in a CS16 project README.

10.2 Written Questions

In a separate document, please answer these questions thoroughly. Each answer should
contain 2-3 sentences and will be graded on thoughtfulness.

Submit your file as a PDF onto GradeScope. Make sure you are submitting to the Heap
Reflection assignment.

1. A socio-technical system is a system that includes technology and people. Besides visa
and green card issuance, what are other examples of socio-technical priority queues?

2. For two examples of socio-technical priority queues, discuss how different errors and
bugs in the system would impact the people they process.

11 What to Hand In

1. For the coding portion of the project, you need to hand in:

(a) Code for the classes MyHeap, MyHeapEntry, MyLinkedHeapTree, MyHeapTest,
MyLinkedHeapTreeTest, and an unchanged App.

(b) A README.txt.

2. For the written questions, you need to hand in a PDF file containing answers to the
written questions in Section 9.2.

3. Include your code as well as your PDF in your Github branch and upload to Grade-
scope.
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